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Purpose of these guidelines
These guidelines consider how municipalities and communities can increasingly secure tenure in
human settlements at a local level. They are intended to be a practical guide for a municipality or a
community. The guidelines also aim to inform the hypothetical Managed Land Settlement (MLS)
case study being developed by Afesis-Corplan by focusing on locally administered tenure. The
document aims to assist with hypothetical answers to questions concerning how tenure could be
administered on the church land and the municipal land in the MLS model.
Locally administered means tenure administered by a municipality or a community group or a
partnership between the two. This is not a parallel system to the registration of deeds system – it’s
intended to address what municipalities can do with communities to secure tenure progressively in
the absence of formalisation, or while people wait for the housing subsidy and the township
establishment and title deed requirements that come with it, to arrive.

Outline of these guidelines
The guidelines begin with some questions concerning tenure. There are several WHAT and WHY
questions that you need to answer before establishing a local tenure arrangement. The WHAT
questions assist you to understand what tenure is all about. The WHY question enables you to
decide if a local approach to tenure security is appropriate in your circumstances. This is important
to answer, before you start on the HOW questions.
What is tenure?
What is tenure security?
Why administer tenure locally?
Who sets up and then administers local tenure?
Then the guidelines move into a set of HOW questions, which are the essence of the local tenure
arrangement as well as its administration:
Who gets access and how?
Who has rights to do what?
What duties go with rights and the duties to administer rights?
What evidence do people have of their rights?
From whom and how do people seek recourse when rights are threatened?
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What is tenure?
Tenure is about the procedural and substantive aspects of land holding as follows:
Rights and obligations to property, and benefits flowing from property, and the processes
and procedures through which rights, obligations and benefits are invoked and materialized;
Authority in relation to these rights, duties and procedures;
Social and institutional practices governing rights, duties, benefits, processes and procedures
(Leap 2008).
Substantive refers to content or “essential principles” and in this definition it is the actual rights that
people have, as well as their obligations, duties and benefits. In this definition procedural refers to
processes, procedures, and practices. Remember that tenure includes both the substantive and
procedural dimensions. If you only consider WHAT rights, obligations and benefits people have, you
will neglect HOW these rights are realised and WHO is involved in realising them. And if you neglect
these aspects then tenure will not be secure. We’ll return to this later but for now, it is important to
understand that this is the meaning of tenure which we are using.
Practices refers to the established way of doing things or what actually happens on the ground
concerning rights, duties, benefits etc. such as how adjudication of disputes is dealt with, or how
people access land and what happens if they leave, or how people use land. It is quite helpful to see
practice as distinct from norms. Norms can be understood as the ideals of laws, whether these laws
are legislated or locally developed rules. When it comes to tenure, some writers have developed the
idea from observing practice that laws are not the only source of rule-making in societyi, and that we
have to look locally to see what rules exist and what informs them.
Authority is important in tenure because it refers to the power to enforce laws and rules concerning
rights, responsibilities, and benefits. In practice much authority is socially derived, although
conventional thinking about tenure tends to privilege the law as a source of authority in a way that
does not help us to see what is going on locally, or local practice. The concept of legitimacy is
important in tenure because it refers to authority that is socially and locally acceptable and this is
what really makes tenure secure for people.

Tenure form
When we talk about tenure people often think of tenure FORM such as individual ownership, group
ownership, rental and variations, and most often they think of individual ownership as the ideal.
South African housing policy talks about tenure OPTIONS (similar to form) and highlights the
importance of choice. As you can see the tenure definition we are using here does not start with
form, as tenure is about much more than form. In many ways form is the easy part – it’s much more
important to consider what FUNCTIONS tenure performs, and form follows from this. The notion of a
bundle of rights helps us understand function better and we return to this shortly.
Tenure form in itself does not bring tenure security. The ability to enforce a socially and politically
meaningful and socially legitimate tenure system is what makes tenure more secure, regardless of
what “type”, form or option of tenure it isii.
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The ownership paradigm in South Africa
The focus on form leads us to ignore some of the problems with the dominant paradigm of
individual ownership. There are debates about ownership but we don’t even need to enter those
debates to know that ownership simply isn’t happening for many poor South Africans. For many
people there is nothing in between the prospect of eviction and a housing subsidy programme. So
an important practical question is how can people have more tenure security while they wait for a
subsidy that may or may not come in their lifetime? This is where locally administered tenure has a
potential role to play, based on the idea that there should be something in between these two
extremes.
Of course the debates about ownership are important too. They can be political and very technical in
nature but what matters for our purposes here is that ownership itself is not problematic in
principle, it’s our particular version of ownership in South Africa that some commentators believe is
the problem. Also, we know that people want ownership in South Africa and that this relates in part
to a history of both dispossession and exclusion. Sometimes this problem with ownership is
expressed in relation to how property is experienced and valued by people, often more of a family
asset than an individual one, so titling an individual in some circumstances does not make sense, and
neither will it “stick”. This is not a problem of understanding or capacity, to be solved by consumer
education, as is often perceived. (Take a look at an article in Afesis-Corplan’s Transformer magazine
by Rosalie Kingwilliii for more about the ownership problem).

Incrementally securing tenure
Our concerns here are of a more practical nature and for this reason we have to work within the
dominant paradigm of ownership in South Africa. But we need to do so in an incremental way so
that people do not spend decades waiting for a final form of tenure, be it ownership or rental or
something else, with nothing to secure their rights in the meantime. This means that an incremental
approach to securing tenure does not necessarily land up in individual ownership, although it might.
An incremental approach is like thinking of a continuum along which progression is made step by
step. For a locally administered tenure approach, you would want to consider what those stepping
stones are and how to enable progress along them. Some of the stepping stones are administrative
in nature and a municipality and a community can operate these. Others are more legal in nature, so
a municipality or a province needs to play a role here.
The continuum diagram below shows two ends of a tenure continuum – on one end tenure is not
being officially recognised, and is “off-register” (i.e. it is not registered in our central deeds registry)
and on the other tenure is more officially recognised and registered. The space in between is what
we want to consider here.
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The bundle of rights concept
So how do we address the idea of the content of rights and the functions that tenure performs?
Going back a very long way now, some writers have developed the idea of a “bundle of rights” and
of rights as “sticks” in the bundle. There are many definitions about what the sticks are. Here is one
exampleiv:
Occupy
Use
Bequeath
Transact
Mortgage
Exclude
Accrue benefits from land.
Here is another example of the sticks in the bundle of rights drawn from a less academic source, an
attempt to do things differently in a settlement in Cape Town some years ago. Notice that the rights
(or the sticks) have been rankedv.
 To a demarcated site
1
 To occupy the property permanently
1
 To bequeath the property
1
 To sell the property and keep the money
2
 To let the property
2
 To use the property as collateral
3
 To have an accurate, trusted record system
1
 To have a system that protects the ‘owners’
rights
1
 To amend the property’s boundaries
2
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A final example of the sticks in the bundle is taken from a research project which was trying to better
understand how people’s rights or claims looked in practicevi. The example shows you the results in
one of the case studies in order to give a practical view of how the rights were experienced. It also
shows you how norms and practice can differ. This is important because we want to try and close
this gap, although sometimes the gap exists because the norm is not responsive or adequate or
appropriate in some way. Locally administered tenure could also land up with a gap between the
local rules and actual practice, unless it works for people (is socially legitimate) and is administered
well. In other words this gap or contradiction does not exist only between the laws and policies
applying to property as it can also exist between locally developed rules and local practice.
• Residential use:
Yes
• Productive use:
No, but unofficially commercial activities took place
• Rent, sublet:
No, but informal rental
• Control access:
Yes
• Sell/buy or inherit:
No, but unofficial transactions
• Develop or improve:
Yes
• Realise benefit or return:
No, official sale was not possible but households did sell
• Access to services:
Varied.
• Access to formal credit:
No.
• Claims to future development: PTO holders had their rights upgraded to title
These are very helpful distinctions to keep in mind for managing tenure locally as it assists obtaining
clarity on what people can do with the land – what their rights and obligations are.
A note on ownership and the bundle of rights concept in South Africa: in South Africa when it comes
to ownership the sticks in the bundle are fused togethervii. This means that the owner has all the
rights in one and that they cannot be separated out. This is not how tenure works in practice for
many poor South African in peri-urban and customary contexts and in informal settlements. This is
one of the major problems with the system of ownership in South Africa. There are other systems of
ownership, elsewhere in the world, which do not work in quite this way.

What is Tenure Security?
Up until now we have been defining tenure using some concepts like tenure form, social legitimacy,
incrementalism, bundle of rights and so forth. Now we want to consider tenure security. Before
moving into more concepts and definitions, it’s worth pausing to consider why tenure security
matters.

Why does tenure security matter?
There isn’t a single answer to this question. For example, in its most basic definition tenure security
means protection from eviction. We don’t need to motivate much why this matters, given evictions
in contemporary South Africa, as well as the legacy of forced removals in our history. We have also
learnt that threats to tenure security do not only come from the state. They also can be seen within
the community and the family. For example, where community authority is not legitimate it can
exploit the poor and vulnerable, and sometimes women and children are vulnerable to the actions
of other family members. We also read in the literature about “market evictions” which means that
sometimes formalisation puts people into tenure arrangements that they cannot sustain due to
poverty. One example is something called “downward raiding” where people without adequate
access to housing may displace poorer people who are recipients of public subsidies because they
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are poor, through buying their properties, often at less than the amount the state invested. We have
laws and a constitution which offer protection against eviction, although this doesn’t mean that
evictions are illegal in all circumstances. There are procedural requirements in law and if these aren’t
followed then an eviction would be illegal. Recent Constitutional Court judgements also show that
municipalities must engage meaningfully with people under threat of eviction and that attention
must be given to the provision of alternative accommodation.
But tenure security is about more than not being evicted as important as this is to achieve, as we will
see next, so there is more to the answer than this.
Tenure is foundational for development as without secure tenure being in place, it is very difficult, if
not impossible, to access basic services, finance including public grants, and livelihood opportunities.
The wealthier you are the more tenure matters as a base to accumulate assets. For poorer people,
tenure matters as a livelihood base. So tenure security is a foundation for development.

Measuring tenure security
These are some of the reasons why tenure matters. But how can you measure if tenure is secure?
How would you know that the tenure arrangements you were looking at were more or less secure?
And, for the purposes of MLS, how would you know what to set up and on what basis to administer,
in order to ensure more tenure security, not less?
In order to answer these kinds of questions, Leap developed a set of indicators for measuring tenure
security as followsviii:
1. Rights: Clarity on who holds rights, where, when, how and on what basis
2. Processes: Known and used processes for application, transfer, adjudication, evidence and
land use regulation. Processes do not discriminate unfairly (e.g. against women, refugees)
3. Authority: Clarity on where authority resides – this is known and used
4. Recourse: There are accessible and known places go for recourse, and people use these
5. Law and practice: There are not major contradictions between law and practice.
You can see from the headings in italics that these indicators are derived from the definition of
tenure provided earlier. Note that by clarity what is meant is that most people know where
authority resides, not that these issues are legally clear or necessarily formally documented and
staticix. Note also that by law, we are referring to local rules not just the legal system governing
property. For example, an informal settlement will generally have a set of local rules for managing
land which might cover things like who can come in, who to go to if there is a dispute, what happens
when you leave, what you are required to participate in etc. In point 5 above, tenure is secure if
there are not large gaps between these local norms and what actually goes on in practice.

Desirable tenure outcomes
These indicators offer assistance in being able to assess what you see in practice. Perhaps more
important in the MLS case, they can be reframed to assist you as you set up local tenure in an
incremental settlement process. You can reframe these as outcomes you would like the local tenure
to achieve. This helps you establish a guiding framework for what you do. Whether you are a
municipal official or team driving MLS, and setting up and administering tenure, or a community
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steering the process, you should be consulting with one another on these intended outcomes.
Ideally, the outcomes should be developed jointly. We give some examples of outcomes to guide
you in the table below.
Example outcomes – derived from Leap indicators
1: Rights are clear – who holds them, where, when, how and on what basis
2: Processes are known and used; and non-discriminatory
3: Authority is clear, known and used
4: Recourse is accessible and known and used
5: Law and practice are consistent
If there are gaps between law and practice then either people are not following the rules or the rules do not
match people‟s practice.

You can see that these outcomes blend the substantive and the procedural together. The Leap
project considered administration to be the operational arm of tenurex. So, how land administration
operates is linked to tenure security. Once you have clarified the outcomes you want tenure to
achieve, you have something you are working towards and these become the basis for how you
monitor the arrangements you administer. These outcomes give you a vision for the future you are
trying to achieve. Remember that in an incremental process you don’t achieve the vision
immediately. Rather, you should have in mind degrees of security, or the extent of tenure security.
You also want to be moving towards more security, rather than less. If we were to plot this idea of
moving towards more tenure security on a continuum it would look something like the diagram
below. One end of the continuum shows more security and the other less, with degrees and
movement in between.
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Why set up a local tenure arrangement?
Earlier, we posed this question: how can people have more tenure security while they wait for a
subsidy that may or may not come in their lifetime? This is where locally administered tenure has a
potential role to play, based on the idea that there should be something in between the extremes of
eviction or housing subsidy. This is the main reason for setting up a local tenure arrangement.
Another way of considering an answer to this question is from the perspective of pre-conditions. In
other words, under what circumstances would a local tenure arrangement be appropriate? We offer
a list here for you to consider in answering the question yourselves, from a municipal perspective in
particular.
Circumstances under which a municipality would have an interest in pursuing such an approach could include:
A commitment to bring tenure security to informal settlement residents other than the long and tedious
township establishment procedure
More informal settlements needing upgrading than likely subsidies within a given time frame (possibly
2014) – wanting to improve conditions in the interim
A desire to be proactive on informality, perhaps linked to provincial dynamics?
Interested in innovation – see the benefit of doing something other than the conventional „full monty‟
approach, could be political interest, or could be forward thinking officials
Political pressure to deliver to constituencies, maybe respond to (service delivery) protests
A commitment to inclusion
A programmatic approach to informal settlement upgrading, showing scale and the need for a more
differentiated approach
Something about using part 3 of the housing code maybe?
A need (political pressure, a court ruling maybe, a commitment in the IDP?) to provide basic services –
without some kind of official recognition of a settlement this is unlikely to be possible
Wanting to create conditions for investment – public (as above) but also potentially private or
household investment
Recognising the role that informal settlements play in providing fast and affordable accommodation but
not wanting informal settlements to be a “final destination”
Health and safety concerns

The point is that certain preconditions need to be in place. Ideally these should be developmental
and pro-poor but they won’t always be. For example, there might be interest in legalising informal
settlements so that population influx can be contained, or so that immigration can be monitored.
Assuming that some positive preconditions prevail, then the terrain is ripe for setting up and
managing tenure locally.
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Who sets up the local tenure arrangement, and administers it?
In answering this question, you are getting to the root of tenure security - authority. Remember that
authority, which is socially and locally legitimate, is more secure than tenure which is not. If the
authority arrangements you put in place, are not used, then the gap between the normative and
practice will emerge. Tenure is more secure when this gap closes. You want to ensure, as far as
possible, that what you put in place is appropriate to people’s circumstances as this will mean that
people use it and when people use it, it has legitimacy. Your aim is authority that is clear, known
and used. This implies monitoring and flexibility – if authority is not being used you need to consider
adaptation.
When it comes to tenure, we are talking about authority for setting rules, enforcing them and
making decisions. Earlier we saw that tenure is not only about the content of rights or substantive
issues – it is also about the processes, procedures and rules - the operational arms of tenure. Rights
and responsibilities cannot exist securely without the processes to administer them.
Think about WHO has authority, WHERE it resides, WHAT its source is. Develop processes for
application, transfer, adjudication, evidence and land use regulation. These should not discriminate
unfairly (e.g. against women, refugees).
Whether you are a municipal official / team or a community leader / structure you need to answer
the following:
Who is in charge of setting up the basic tenure, and who will administer tenure locally?
Is the municipality driving? The community? Is there a partnership?
And to address the question of legitimacy the following questions should help you:
What is the source of the authority of whoever sets up and administers tenure? Is this
authority recognised by people?
How will this authority go about setting up (and later administering) tenure?
What principles inform setting the rules, enforcing them and making decisions?
Even if you are establishing a new institution or giving an existing one new responsibilities, the
source of authority is not new.
A note on “source of authority” in the first bullet above: Authority could have an administrative or a
legal source; it can also have a social source or a customary source. For example, a title deed has a
legal source of authority contained in the Deeds Act; so too with a special zone which draws on a
town planning scheme with legal authority in the relevant provincial ordinance. A municipal services
bill or a locally managed register of occupants which has some municipal recognition has an
administrative source of authority. Land access which is governed locally may have a social source of
authority if the local leadership is legitimate. Custom is another source of authority and can be
evident in some informal settlement local governance arrangements, as well as in traditional
authority areas.
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For MLS a basic local tenure would be established before people move onto the land, and it would
be progressively modified once people have settled. This is what we mean by incremental – it would
develop progressively, in increments or stepping stones, over time.
A MLS process without municipal consent is unlikely to be very secure. Even if the community organisation is
driving an MLS project, there needs to be a measure of official consent. There certainly needs to be consultation
and agreement between the parties.
In the MLS case study we propose that the Church and the savings Scheme committee on the Church land sets
up local tenure in consultation with the municipality. Authority to administer tenure resides with the Church as
land owner but the Church decides to delegate this authority to the Savings Scheme Committee that is set up for
the Church land settlement process (including, but not limited to tenure).
On the municipal land, it is the municipality that sets up the tenure arrangement across the different projects, in
consultation with the different groups that will settle there. We also propose that the municipality have authority
to administer tenure locally but that it does so via a special capacity called a local land office. The precise
responsibilities of this office will become apparent later.

The matrix below demonstrates this hypothetical solution graphically:
Church

Municipality

Local tenure
establishment

Sets up local tenure
arrangement on
church land with
other role-players

Local tenure
administration

Once tenure
arrangement is in
place, delegates
administration
thereof to savings
scheme committee,
but retains authority
so monitors

Sets up local tenure
arrangement on
municipal land in
consultation;
involved in tenure
arrangement
establishment on
church land
Involved in
monitoring tenure
administration on
church land; has
authority for
administration on
municipal land

Savings Scheme
Committee
Co-establishes
tenure arrangement
on church land with
church, consults
with municipality

Local Land Office

Administers tenure
on church land;
accounts to church
and municipality
from time to time

Administers tenure
on municipal land;
reports regularly to
municipality

-

Who gets access to land and how?
The access question will vary depending on local circumstances and it is closely linked to the issue of
allocation. You need to consider access initially and then subsequently, which links quite closely with
transfer rights (addressed a little later in this document). In other words, initial access concerns the
first entrants or beneficiaries but you should not leave out how subsequent new arrivals will gain
access. The following table shows hypothetical answers to this question for the MLS story.
Flood victims from an informal settlement settled in emergency circumstances – their disaster circumstances
were the basis of their access. Savings schemes members settled in a second phase. Their access was negotiated
by an umbrella body of the savings schemes in the town. Access in this case was determined by the savings
schemes umbrella body on the basis of participation or membership. Practically, this meant that people who
saved regularly and attended meetings regularly were prioritized. As there were more people who qualified in
this way / on these terms than sites available at the time on the church land, further prioritization was taken to a
savings schemes meeting in which members reached consensus based on need.
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On the municipal land, about half the households were drawn off the waiting list and were therefore allocated on
a first come first serves basis. The balance of households were from a variety of different places in the town.
This was a negotiation between the municipality and a special committee that was set up to negotiate for land
with the municipality on behalf of people in the area without adequate housing (backyards, informal settlements,
overcrowded township houses). Allocation in this case was a complicated process of looking at a combination of
need, length of stay and savings but it was managed by the committee.

Who has rights to do what?
You need to define who should hold what rights, where, when, how and on what basis. Determine
what the sticks in the bundle of rights are, using the three examples given previously. See what
works in your situation. For what rights think of rights to occupy, use, bequeath, transact, mortgage,
exclude and accrue benefits from land. Answer this question in increments – think of the stepping
stones. What rights will be conferred initially? Thereafter? And with upgrading – what is the “final
destination” on a tenure journey represented by the continuum? Do consider the principle of choice
that is in national policy – the final destination may be some form of group ownership, small scale
rental, rooms for rent and so forth, not necessarily individual title. Also recognise that some people
may stop along the continuum without moving to the next stepping stone, if this is their choice for
some reason or if resource constraints require it.
To begin with answer the question - how much tenure is basic tenure? Or, how little tenure is basic
tenure? In other words, what is the minimum required to be in place prior to people settling on the
land? What will the municipality accept? What will community members accept? For tenure to be
secure, there needs to be some kind of official recognition of rights. To answer this question, you
need to start with what rights will be recognised, and with how recognition will take place.
Another important consideration, especially within an incremental framework, is at what point
rights will be recognised individually, as opposed to at settlement scale. Some legal recognition
mechanisms confer tenure at a blanket, settlement level scale, which is a great advance on
unrecognised tenure as it confers a legal status on a settlement which can, in turn, unlock
investment in for example public infrastructure and thereby improve lives. In the how question
below, you will find more practical explanation of this issue. You can also consider it further under
the evidence question later on.
Q: WHAT rights will be conferred?
To occupy and use the land?
Access to basic services?
Upgrading including tenure, services, top structure?
What about transfer?
Bequeathing / inheritance?
Transfer to ownership – individual or collective?
More long term rental / tenancy / leasing?
Q: WHERE will these rights be conferred?
Inside the blocks?
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To the blocks as a whole?
Will these be represented on a basic layout plan – before settlement or after?
Will people demarcate these sites on settlement / in situ or will they be laid out, pegged, in
advance?
Will there be separate spaces for non-residential uses? What will these non-residential use
rights be and who gets them?
Where will the road reserves be? And internal roads? What about walkways for pedestrians?
Q: WHEN will these rights be conferred?
This refers to the stepping stones. Decide which rights materialise when, in the progression or
journey to the final destination.
Think in increments, progressively – what can be done first, how can it develop further and
ultimately where do you want to land up? The concept of recognition is helpful here. Official
recognition increases security. This can be administrative recognition or legal recognition. You want
to start off with some administrative recognition that strengthens existing processes of registration.
Generally these involve lists and the local rules that accompany them. These sorts of questions are
helpful:
Is there/should there be a list of occupants? Could be from the allocation process prior to
settlement.
Whose names should be on the list? Who decides on the names on the list? How will
disputes on the list be dealt with?
What entitlements flow from having your name on the list? Think of the sticks in the bundle.
What processes regulate the list? For things like transfers, disputes, changes in land use etc.
Who plays what roles?
Here is an example of a step by step process toward tenure security developed by Urban LandMark
that will help you think about the WHEN question. Be cautious to adapt to what suits you however.
For example you may find that immediate legal recognition is important and so step two may be
your first step.
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Schematic of Approach
Pre Step 1: Establish Institutional Home
and Informal Settlements Programme

No settlement or individual security

Step 1
Administrative
Recognition

TENURE SECURITY CONTINUUM

Individual security

Relocate
settlement

On going administrative mechanisms

Step 4
Step 2
Formal
Township
Establishment

Legal
Recognition

Step 3
Development
Regulation

Source: Urban LandMark, Incremental Tenure Approach 2010

Q: HOW will these rights be conferred, and on what basis?
A legal declaration of some sort to legally recognise the settlement? See Annexure 1 for the
legal recognition options.
Administratively – through a council resolution, an agreement of some form, an agreed
register or record of occupants, the provision of basic services and the issuing of a bill, a
letter, a permit etc.
Contractually – a contract between land owner and residents like a lease between a
municipal and someone renting the land.
Through registration? In the deeds registry, or locally?
On application, requiring approval?

On the church land, to start with everyone has occupation rights. For the flood victims they settle quickly in an area that
will become a block or a sub-divisional area and obtain emergency services (water and toilets). They also have permission
to build their structures which begin as corrugated iron shacks, using what materials they salvage after the flood. For the
other savers in the second phase of the church land settlement, they settle in more clearly demarcated blocks which were
declared using LUPO and use rights apply to the block as a whole. Their rights and responsibilities are contained in a
Memorandum of Understanding. Their residential use rights are similar to the right to occupy. They also have rights to
demarcate their sites inside the block and to reserve sites for other uses – including internal roads and perhaps a
community facility. Their rights to non-residential land uses that support livelihoods are also conferred but they must
obtain permission from the committee before activating them. The committee will liaise with the church over such
decisions, although the church may not become too involved in these types of decisions? At first people don’t sublet their
land or structure or part of either, but with time this becomes an issue, as does selling their structure and their rights (they
don’t own the land). Again, permission is required for both sub-letting and sale, and bequeathing their rights and structure.
There are certain conditions attached to using these rights – including that the committee must be approached for
approval and that other savers in the savings scheme need to be considered first, rather than outsiders. So the Savings
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Schemes umbrella body will have a role to play. The Church continues to own the underlying land and continues to use a
portion of the land for the church itself.
The Church ultimately donates the land when people’s rights are upgraded mainly to individual ownership but one portion
of the land remains in Church ownership which it rents to occupiers via a lease agreement. These are poorer people in the
community who are still living in shacks. The pay a nominal amount to the church for renting the land. Another group
decides to convert to limited equity cooperative ownership and own the land collectively..

On the municipal land, to start with everyone has occupation rights. They settle inside several blocks which have been
surveyed using LUPO. They settle in the blocks in sites that the municipality has demarcated on the ground using pegs, that
are close to what the layout plan is envisaged as being. The municipality wants to make sure that the settlement looks like
the ultimate layout in order to avoid some of the technical and community problems that they have experienced in
informal settlement upgrading. The municipality is much less open to initial rights extending much beyond occupation
rights. If people need to leave, then they want the rights to revert back to the municipality, to allocate again to other
people on the housing waiting list. The municipality sees the initial arrangements as interim, pending housing subsidization
and title deed registration that will come with township establishment. The municipality does not want to invest too much
in the interim phase as it sees township establishment as being a few years away. These rules are contained in “notes” to
the sub-divisional area. Use rights apply to the block as a whole. Their residential use rights are similar to the right to
occupy. The municipality demarcates sites inside the block prior to settlement, including road reserves and facilities. Their
rights to non-residential land uses that support livelihoods are also conferred but they must obtain permission from a local
land office on site staffed on a part time basis. The local land office will liaise with the committee over such decisions,
although the municipal land office remains in control. At first people don’t sublet their land or structure of part of either,
but with time this becomes an issue, as does selling their structure and their rights (they don’t own the land). Again,
permission is required for both sub-letting and sale, and bequeathing their rights and structure. There are certain
conditions attached to using these rights – including that the land office must be approached first as there is still a long
waiting list in the town and the municipality wants to transfer land to the next people on the list rather to people the
occupier selects. So transfer is not permitted. The municipality is opposed also to sub-letting as it fears the spread of slum
conditions. Bequeathing rights is viewed differently by the municipality so people are given this right.
When township establishment takes place most households opt for individual ownership but a portion of one block is redeveloped as small scale private rental with the original occupiers getting title and living in one of the units.

What duties go with rights and the duties to administer rights?
When you think about the duties that go with rights, consider what responsibilities residents have as
the flip side of the rights coin. When you think about the duties to administer rights you are defining
what the authority structures have responsibilities to undertake in order to administer tenure.

Administration responsibilities
WHAT needs to be administered in a local tenure arrangement? If we return for a moment to the
tenure indicators, they give us guidance of the broad topics of administration as follows:
Application
Transfer
Adjudication
Evidence
Land use regulation.
You need to unpack these topics and decide who is responsible for administering them, and how this
will be achieved.
Another example that might help you identify WHAT needs to be administered is to review what the
City of Johannesburg considered in their general scheme amendment. What follows is an adapted
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version taken from several different slide presentations. The generic nature is what is important
here, rather than specifics, to give you a general idea.
Confer rights and administer them
Provide evidence confirming rights
Participate in decision making
Collecting information on shelters, land uses, who lives where
Managing such information, and keeping it up to date
Conferring tenure security, managing upgrade over time
Provision of basic municipal services, upgrade over time
Settlement management - such as provision of regular refuse removal
Basic land use management
Basic building control – ie basic standards for upgrading and improvement
Law enforcement?
Managing growth

Consider the clauses to the Amendment Scheme for more detail and something more specific to
land use regulation (one of the administrative functions in the Leap indictors):
•

•

•

•

•

The local authority shall prepare a draft layout plan
– A layout plan is a plan that indicates the sites upon which buildings/structures have been
established and are used for human occupation and economic and other activities as depicted
through the means and assistance of aerial photography and in consultation with the
community
Occupant permit for a residential unit
– Each occupier will be issued with an “occupant permit for a residential unit” that identifies
him/her as the official occupant of the building / structure and indicates what activities may be
permitted on the site. A register shall be kept by the appropriate department as designated by
the City e.g. Housing or by the proposed Informal Settlement Unit (Such register may include
information about dependants sharing the residential unit and uses existing on the site).
– Identification of social and community facilities, business services, access to the settlement
and future services
– “Structure” is defined as any building or construction or premise that is intended or used for
human occupation and use, irrespective of the material from which it has been manufactured
or built.
– The number of buildings/structures which may be erected on the identified residential sites of
the layout plan shall be restricted to one main dwelling and one subsidiary “backyard” unit per
site unless the written permission of the local authority is requested on application
Boundaries
– For any new structures, a minimum of one metre wide on all boundaries shall remain free of
any structures. No solid walls may be used to define boundaries. Permeable fencing may be
used if an occupant wishes to secure their site. This restriction may be relaxed on submission
of a written request to the local authority.
Height
– The height of any structure on the residential sites shall not exceed one storey without the
permission of the local authority, which permission may be declined, granted or approved
subject to such conditions relating to the submission of a building plan as defined in Annexure
SABS 0401 – Building Regulations for Informal Housing.
Coverage
– The coverage on all identified sites may not exceed 60%.

Source: Pillay, 2010
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Duties that go with rights
If we look to what happens in practice concerning responsibilities we often find a version of
participation or membership or affiliation that goes with rights. For example, in an inner city building
in Johannesburg residents had a duty to participate in a weekly Sunday morning clean up. The duty
was as much about the end result – a cleaner environment – as it was about demonstrating
belonging in an active way. There are examples in savings schemes too where membership is
contingent on regularly saving (it’s not the amount that matters as much as the regular practice)
and attending meetings on a regular basis. Therefore one of the duties that you should consider is
what participation requirements go with rights. Borrowing quite directly from these experiences,
consider whether a street clean up responsibility should be mandatory, or whether attendance at
meetings is a requirement.
In an incremental context there are likely to be community management responsibilities that could
be considered as duties that go with occupation, and additional, rights, such as:
Cleaning communal ablution facilities
Use of community stand-pipes
Cleaning of chemical toilets
Use of central skips
Recycling?
Maintenance of foot paths and internal road-ways, etc.
Work out what these are and whether they are requirements, or duties, that are the flip side of the
rights people obtain. Note also that there are gendered dimensions to community management
activities. You need to work out who in the community has duties for what, keeping gendered roles
in mind. Consider also what happens when someone does not do their duty, such as not attending
meetings or cleaning up. Or when the municipality does not follow through with its duty to get
funding to upgrade the area or evict people who don’t pay any agreed occupation fees.
The following table provides an example from a rural context, in a village called Craigieburn. Note
that as well as naming rights and responsibilities, the table also tracks what is happening. It gives you
an idea of local norms / rules as well as actual practice and so the gaps between them.
RIGHTS
to use fields, reeds,
grazing and water
to participate in decision
making
to organize to address
problems
to set rules
RESPONSIBILITIES
to abide by rules
to monitor and report
problems
to mediate problems
to act on problems

Source: Cousins and Pollard, 2008.
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Who has these?

Is this happening?

Community members
Community members

yes
Not happening well

Community members

yes

Community members
Who has these?
Users
Community structures: CDF, CPF, TA
Government: DWAF, DALA, DEAT
NGOs

Not happening
Is this happening?
No rules
Not happening
Not happening
yes

Induna
Government, TA

Not any more
Not happening

Consider the following questions in drawing up what rights and responsibilities will apply (these are
not exhaustive but intended to help you generate your own):
Can rights be withdrawn, if so on what basis and who does so?
Do people pay any fees for occupation and other rights? If so who collects them?
Are there any functions like inspection of construction?
How will rights be recognised? Who has this responsibility?
Are land use changes permitted and if so, who gives such permission?
Are people allowed to build their own houses? If so how will top structure ownership be
managed?
What permission is required for house building, and are there any standards with which to
conform?

Local land offices
A “local land office” could provide the capacity to administer tenure locally, but we need to consider
what the concept means and assess whether it is applicable and viable.
The concept simply refers to a capacity that is local which can perform a variety of land related
functions. Importantly these are functions which are best performed locally; otherwise the functions
are better seen as conventional municipal tasks. By local we mean at settlement level. Also, the tasks
need not be limited to local tenure administration and could, and probably should, include town
planning and building support.
A local land office need not be a permanent office located in the community, as this may place
resource constraints on already stretched municipal capacity. Rather, it could be a unit within a
municipality that roves between communities, much like a mobile clinic. But this presupposes that it
is primarily a municipal institution, and while it certainly needs the authority of the municipality, this
capacity could also be more community based. It needs the authority of the municipality because,
for tenure to be secure, there needs to be recourse to a legitimate external authority, especially in
the case of disputes, otherwise the local tenure arrangements take place within a closed system
which can be vulnerable to the power of local community elites and more powerful family members.
Let’s take a few steps back. You need to consider the follow set of questions first:
What are the local tenure administration functions?
Who should perform them?
Could a local land office play a role?
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This table might help with responding to these questions.
Function / Responsibility

Who should perform it?

Could a local land office
play a role?

Establish local tenure
Administration functions:
Application
Transfer
Adjudication
Evidence
Land use regulation
Information recording / repository
Dispute resolution
Managing land use

If your response to the last question is a provisional yes, then you need to develop the idea of a local
land office further to suit your context and circumstances. The table above will assist you to match
function with capacity. You need to distinguish between the roles that a municipality is required to
perform (such as land use regulation) and the roles that a local tenure system being envisaged here
requires. In other words, what are the additional or new functions that this incremental approach to
tenure gives rise to, over and above the ones that a municipality or deeds registry already performs?
The idea is not to take on the functions that a municipality should and can perform, but to make
provision for the functions that a local tenure system requires.
If you see a role for a local land office, then another set of questions need to be answered, in order
to test if the concept is at all viable in your context.
If you think there is a role for a local land office, how would it be resourced?
Are there opportunities for income generation? For voluntary professional work / development?
Where would it be located?
In the municipality, in a decentralised region of the municipality, in the community, or a mobile
facility?
What would the source of its authority be?
A mayoral committee resolution? A by-law? A policy? A memorandum of understanding? A
community decision? An existing, recognised community structure?
How would it relate to other organisations and role-players and their land tenure functions?
The municipal housing and planning departments? The community organisation and its
structures? The land owner?
Remember that the local land office should conform to the principles that have been discussed in
this document, if tenure is to be more secure. In particular the authority of the local land office
should be legitimate – legally and socially.
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In the following two boxes we suggest what happens regarding responsibilities on the church and
municipal land.
On the Church land the Church gives permission for people to occupy the land and enters into a MoU with the
savings committee which sets out the rules and procedures. The allocation list is appended to the MoU. The
committee is responsible for administering tenure rights using a register/record based on the allocation list and a
rudimentary address system. The community names roads themselves and numbers the sites. The committee is
responsible for keeping information up to date and responding to requests for additional land use, transfer etc.
The committee is also responsible for managing growth of the settlement – keeping it stable. Residents are
responsible for requesting permissions, providing information to the committee, attending meetings, keeping to
the other rules.

On the municipal land the local land office is the main administrative authority. It reports back to the
municipality and communicates with residents through the area committee. There is also a register of occupants
for the municipal land which the municipality manages actively to ensure that the population is stable and to
make sure that when the township establishment process takes place title deeds can be issued to the heads of
household on the list and that these match what is on the ground. The municipality uses the facility of notes to
the subdivisional area to record the rules for land use, building control and other permissions.

What evidence will people get to defend their rights and claims?
Evidence is an important aspect of tenure security as it gives people something with which to defend
their claims if their tenure is under threat Threats to tenure security can come from the state, the
market, community and household as threats can emerge from all these sources. In an incremental
context, where tenure is administered locally, you need to be very clear that what people use to
defend their claims is socially and locally legitimate but it also needs to be recognised externally. If it
isn’t, then it becomes very vulnerable to the power dynamics internal to communities – the risk of
not being socially legitimate as discussed earlier. In this context, municipal recognition will be
important.
Evictions constitute the most fundamental threat to tenure security. Any evictions need to follow
procedure, if they are to be legal. Generally property owners initiate an eviction. Property owners
include the state and private owners (individuals or companies). Recent court judgements are
requiring that municipalities “engage meaningfully” with occupants before they evict and consider
alternative accommodation provision and the state has an obligation to assist even in instances of
private ownership.
However, evictions also occur as a result of community and familial power relations and social
dynamics. For example, many woman and children are dependent on their relationships with men
for property access and if these break down then women and children can be vulnerable to eviction.
Children are vulnerable in cases where they are household heads due to parental death/s as there
are instances of a relative claiming rights to the property. Community leaders who act as “gatekeepers” can also control who comes in and who leaves a particular settlement in ways that may not
follow locally agreed rules and practices. This kind of exploitation of more vulnerable people and
households in communities can result in eviction.
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Another threat to tenure security can come from the market. What we mean by this is really linked
to property values and sales or transfers. Sometimes, for example in subsidy projects, original
beneficiaries may sell their properties to people who would not normally qualify for the subsidy
because they earn more than the subsidy threshold allows. Attitudes to this vary – while some
people refer to it as “downward raiding” or “market eviction” others may see it more positively as a
sign of a property market beginning to work. Another kind of so-called market eviction is when a
well located settlement might be earmarked for a “higher use” – a more lucrative income generating
opportunity and the owner of, in this case generally invaded, land may decide to sell it and evict the
people living there.
Another important topic for consideration is whether tenure has been secured individually or at a
settlement level. This was addressed in the section on rights. Even if tenure has been secured at
settlement, or block, scale (i.e. not at an individual household scale), some individual evidence is
required, perhaps less for defence, and more for use in processes that require proof of residence
such as FICA or hire purchase type requirements. It’s often exactly this requirement that people
want met when they talk about title – the paper that gives them an address which can be used to
defend themselves and their claims if they are threatened.
Q: What evidence will people have, confirming rights?
Certificates
Tenant agreements
Accounts / bills
Letters
A basic layout plan
A register
Both of the above in combination with each other
A council resolution
An affidavit
Verbal evidence from witnessing
Social recognition

On the Church land the MoU operates as a kind of settlement level evidence for people. The committee of
savings schemes would have signed this MOU on behalf of members. In each block there is a local arrangement
of house/ plot numbering which links up with a basic layout plan that the committee keeps in its office – a
converted container. The numbers have been spray painted onto each structure. The committee also has a record
of everyone who lives on the church land – this is kept by the housing portfolio member in a book – a local
register of sorts. If anyone leaves, or if someone new arrives, changes are made in this book and the committee
will witness these changes, thereby lending them legitimacy. People would like to have individual evidence they talk about “paper” – but this is still being resolved by the committee in discussion with the church. Under
consideration are; a letter of agreement signed by household heads and church which encapsulates what is in the
MoU but at an individual scale; a letter from the committee to the resident indicating that they are on the register
on site number x, counter signed by the church.
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On the municipal land there is a council resolution with gives official consent to the project. The local land
office keeps a record of occupants which is based on the allocation list. There is also a basic layout plan which,
used together with the list, serves as a confirmation of people‟s occupation permission in relation to a specific
site. So taken in combination with each other the basic layout plan and the list provide security to people. It is
the municipality‟s intention that the list and the layout plan conform to what is on the ground so that at the time
of township establishment there will not be any major uncertainty around who has rights. The layout plan has
been developed by professional planners before occupation and people have settled in accordance with it – again
the municipality wants to minimize any departures from it when township establishment happens, so the local
land office has responsibility to manage it actively and keep it up to date.
People have requested paper evidence here as well and the municipality issues council bills to people which in
due course they are expected to pay. The accounts provide proof of residence which is the kind of individual
recognition that people want.

From whom and how do people seek recourse when rights are
threatened?
Dispute resolution is one of the key functions of a locally administered tenure. Whoever is
responsible for administration has a role to play in dispute resolution. Reference to an external
authority is important so that internal role-players with vested interests can’t be both players and
referee. Likely disputes could include disagreements over boundaries or about who has rights where,
especially if change through death, divorce / relationship breakdown, or migration occurs.
On the Church land the committee is the first port of call for disputes and disagreements. The MoU serves as the
guiding document in the case of disagreement and the letters, list and plan are the evidence that people draw on.
The Church is a kind of second tier role-player that can be called in to arbitrate or mediate.

On the municipal land the local land office plays a dispute resolution role. The ward councilor and the ward
committee can be called in. The basic layout plan, list and bills can also be used as evidence in cases of tenure
disputes.

What happens to upgrade rights incrementally?
Locally administered tenure is really a stepping stone toward a more final form of tenure – whether
that is individual or group ownership or a rental arrangement – for the reasons that were outlined in
an earlier section of this report. As such, the way that progress is made towards that final form of
tenure is important to work out, particularly as it may influence how tenure is established and
administered locally in the meantime. This is because many people would argue that it is duplicative,
and therefore costly, to set up and manage tenure locally first, and then to have to redo or start
again once the formal process begins. Of course, the idea is that things do not have to be redone,
that there is a progression, rather than an alternative interim arrangement, or a conversion from
one thing to another. So we need to be clear on how things need to be done that both (1) works
with what exists and (2) looks to the future.
When we talk about the final destination we are really referring to the process of formal township
establishment and the registered tenure that it provides, generally individual title to a property. If
we look to the future, it means considering what the requirements are for registered tenure and
township establishment and planning for these in advance. Examples include:
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Actively managing a local register so that it accurate when township establishment process
commences
Internal planning of superblocks should take cognisance of the requirements for a general plan,
even considering “mimicking” what is needed
Where land use management mechanisms are used ensure as far as possible that settlement
occurs according to a layout that will be compliant with township establishment requirements –
site demarcation, road reserves, access, land use, etc
Much depends on the kind of official recognition that occurs, especially with regard to legal
recognition. Consider the table of legal mechanisms attached as an annexure to this report. Each
one has particular implications for the end point that you want to arrive at.
The following table provides a summary of what needs to happen for township establishment to
occur, linked to the different mechanisms for legal recognition (Abrahams, G).
Legal mechanism
The town planning Ordinance

The Less Formal Township
Establishment Act, Chapter 1

The Less Formal Township
Establishment Act – Chapter 2

The Development Facilitation Act

LUPO – proclaim outside blocks

Suitability for an incremental
process
Land development or township
establishment option: not
suitable as full approval is
required before settlement
Land development or township
establishment option: suitable
as early settlement is possible
Land development or township
establishment option: possible
but a more formal process of
approval is required (including
EIA, layout plan, provisional
general plan)
Land development or township
establishment option: suitable
but early settlement and initial
ownership never been used and
development chapters will
become invalid in June 2012

Declaration through a amendment o
to zoning schemes

Land development or township
establishment option: suitable
as zoning of superblocks
provides flexibility for internal
planning and administration
Land development or township
establishment option: not
normally used for large mixed
use, phased developments.
Would need innovative
application and motivation to
municipality.
Land use management option:
suitable

Rezoning of land in terms of the

Land use management option:

LUPO – sub divisional area rezoning
followed by applications for
subdivision per phase
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Implications for township
establishment and registered tenure
This route entails township
establishment and the provision of
registered title from the outset
MEC designates less formal
settlement area; form AAA is a
certificate of ownership which is
recognised in the deed office
Fast tracks conventional ordinance
township establishment route – less
formal township established with
individual title provided that registers
are opened (delay in practice)
A fast track establishment process
with possibility of initial ownership
which can be upgraded to registered
title. May need subsequent
application to subdivide blocks (if
residents settle like this), if not made
a condition of approval. But DFA
geared toward formal establishment
and individual title.
A block must undergo a further
application for subdivision where a
general plan is approved and sent to
the Registrar of Deeds to open a
township register
After each application for subdivision
a general plan is approved and sent to
the Registrar of Deeds to open a
township register where after title can
be registered

Must still undertake township
establishment as this route provides
occupation rights through
administrative means
Must still undertake township

Legal mechanism
town planning scheme

New national and provincial
planning legislation
New municipal by-laws

Suitability for an incremental
process
suitable although some prior
approvals are required
Potential new mechanism:
potentially, the legislation must
provide guidelines
Potential new mechanism:
would be tailored for
incremental settlement

Implications for township
establishment and registered tenure
establishment as this route can
provide occupation rights through
administrative means
Legislation would need to make
provisions
By-laws would have to set out
requirements for each settlement to
reach the stage where registered
tenure can be obtained

Conclusion to these guidelines
This document is intended as a guide for establishing and then administering tenure locally. It
addressed what municipalities and communities can do together to secure tenure progressively in
the absence of formalisation, or while people wait for the housing subsidy and the township
establishment and title deed requirements that come with it, to arrive. It proposed a practical idea
of what both tenure and tenure security mean, proposing a shift from conventional thinking which
over- focuses on tenure form and on ownership with an emphasis instead on socially legitimate
authority.
The main focus of the guidelines was on practically identifying the different aspects of tenure and
providing guiding questions on how they could be addressed. Once you have resolved the answers
that work for you, you will have established a local tenure arrangement. It will need to be monitored
over time. The indicators that we suggested you develop at the outset, will be your main instrument
for monitoring.
We used the metaphor of a journey to describe the incremental tenure process. You will also need
to have in mind the end point, or the destination of the tenure journey. We advise you to keep in
mind the different options available as the end point which include, but are not limited to, individual
ownership.
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Annexure 1: Different legal routes for recognition
By Gemey Abrahams for Development Works

Criteria
Legal
Route

Brief
descripti
on

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
Use
township
A
township The
broad
establishment
establishment
planning of a large
procedures as
procedure where area to secure a
determined
in
the
detailed „basket of rights‟
the conventional
layout
is
not over the whole site
legislation
provided
but which
is
then
historically used
rather
large developed
in
informer white
blocks
are phases through an
areas. Need full
indicated on an application
for
surveyor general
approved layout subdivision
per
and
deeds
plan. The zoning phase
registry
of each block to
requirements
be
flexible,
met
before
preferably
people
can
informal

1

Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

The municipality
undertakes
a
broad
scheme
amendment
to
declare
certain
land
as
“transitional
residential
settlement areas”
making them legal
and
introducing
some basic land
use rules and
permitting services
to be provided.

National legislation
to enable Provincial
planning legislation
to
include
streamlined
provisions
for
managed
land
settlement
and
informal settlement
upgrading.
Provincial
legislation to set out
minimum
requirements
for
this
that
a

Through a town
planning scheme,
the zoning of the
land
can
be
changed to one
suitable
for
a
settlement
(if
available in the
TPS) making the
use legal. Services
can be introduced.
As the land use
would now be legal.
Important
that
zoning allows for

Even without new
National
and
Provincial
planning
legislation,
a
municipality
is
constitutionally
enabled
to
address
the
implementation of
land
development.
It
can establish a
set of rules and
procedures
for

The City of Johannesburg Proclaimed certain areas to be Transitional Residential Settlement Areas and Annexure 9999 set out the rules for the management of the TRSA.
This included: preparation of a basic layout plan, recording residents in a register/record and issuing certificates of occupation, providing planning regulations in respect of
number of units per site, height, building lines, and building restrictions.
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Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
settle.
settlement area
zoning

Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Mechani
sm name

Ordinance
Township

Superblock
township

Subdivisional
areas

What
type
of
applicatio
n
is
required?

Detailed
application
by
municipality to
Provincial
Planning Dept.
Separate
application
by
church
to
municipality/Pro
vince
if
municipality
does not acquire
church
land
before.

What are

Full

A full township
establishment
and
rezoning
procedure except
that the approved
township
will
have
large
„superblocks‟
instead
of
multiple individual
erven.
Superblocks
to
be zoned for
informal
residential
settlement
Full
application

Criteria
Legal
Route

2

spectrum

.

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

informal settlement
2
land use

municipality
can
elaborate in their
by-laws

Transitional
Residential
Settlement Area

Informal Settlement
Zone / Incremental
Housing Zone

A
rezoning
application to the
municipality
in
terms of LUPO.
Once
approved
this is followed by
individual
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase.

General
Amendment
to
affected
Town
Planning Schemes

Full
rezoning
application in terms
of the applicable
Town
Planning
Scheme

No name yet –
suggest
Land
Settlement
Procedures
Will depend new
provisions – must
be
minimal
(exemption
from
more
onerous
provisions),, secure
land, layout plan,
basic
services
possible

Full motivation for

Prepare

Prepare a rezoning

To be determined –

and

managed
land
settlement.
Will
have to follow the
route of getting
by-laws approved.
No name yet –
suggest
Land
Settlement
bylaws
Will depend on
how
provisions
are
crafted.
Probably
exemptions from
township
establishment
procedures
to
allow for early
settlement

Can

be

In the City of Cape Town’s new Integrated Zoning Scheme, a zoning called SR2 is provided that allows for informal settlements. It has regulations for the management of
the settlement and includes aspects such as: land use (dominant use must be residential), coverage, height, building lines, parking, informal trading, building plans (e.g. the
ability to build brick houses even if individual erven not transferred to occupiers).
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Criteria
Legal
Route

minimum
requirem
ents
when
submittin
g
an
applicatio
n

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
prescribed
in
for
subdivision going this route
legislation:
(township
Detailed
EIA
establishment)
schedules
of
Traffic study
requirements
– rights,
densities
Geological
layout
plan, and feasibility of
Formal
layout
services, etc
providing services,
plan
with
NEMA
public open space
coverage
and
requirements
– i.e. detailing the
FAR
details,
Other
sectoral basket of rights
flood lines, etc
requirements
Compliance with
Act 70 of 70 if
the SDF
agricultural land
Advertising
and
Minerals
and
comments
Mining consent
Engineering
Detailed
services report
application
for
Other if required
subdivision
per
(e.g.
water
phase – need
permit)
detailed plans and
Motivating
attach rights to the
memorandum
plan
(title
deeds,
servitude,
mortgage bond
details
Planning zoning
details
Service
and
Public
Open
Space
contributions
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

advertise
a
scheme
amendment
Need to identify
parcels of land for
designation
to
TRSA
Need to include a
set of conditions
applicable to the
TRSA – relate to
occupation/tenure
option, recordal,
minimum land use
management
aspects
(e.g.
density,
spaces
between
structures)and
basic
building
requirements
Simple
developmental
steps (for layout
plan and services)

unlikely to avoid
requirements from
other sectors such
as EIA

application.
Are
prescribed
requirements
EIA
Amendment
scheme provisions
(zoning
type,
permitted and not
permitted
uses,
consent uses)
Conditions (e.g. site
development plans)
Title
deeds,
mortgage
and
servitude details
Services
contributions
Open
space
requirements
Fees (less than
township
establishment)

determined in the
by-law.
Also
unlikely to avoid
requirement
of
NEMA

Criteria
Legal
Route

How long
would
approval
take

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
Fees
Can take 18 –
18 – 36 months As per a rezoning
36 months (EIA
estimate
to
obtain
the
can take a year
subdivisional area
so depends on
approval (estimate
whether
have
1 year or less)
obtained
a
then
each
positive
ROD
application
for
before
subdivision
can
application
take 1 year each

Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

60 – 90 days but if
objections
then
can
take
an
additional year if
goes to Provincial
appeal route

Can
take
approximately 6 –
18 months. If EIA
approval slow then
even longer.Also if
decision
is
appealed then add
a year

Can
determine
these
in
the
legislation

Can
be
determined in bylaw.
Obviously
must be as short
as possible

Suitable
for
incremen
tal
upgradin
g

Not
really
suitable as need
full
formal
approval before
settlement

Yes – zoning of
superblocks
provides flexibility
for
internal
planning
and
administration

Not normally used
for this – mostly
for large mixed
use,
phased
developments.
Will
need
innovative
application
and
motivation to the
municipality

Yes, developed for
this purpose

Yes
but
does
require some prior
approvals

Yes
–
the
legislation
must
provide guidelines
for this

Yes – will be
tailored
for
incrementalism

How
early in
the
process
can
residents
settle on
the land?

Not
legally
allowed to

Can settle after
the township and
the rezoning of
the blocks has
been
approved
and
a
GP
approved by the
SG. Can settle

Cannot settle until
after
the
subdivisional area
zoning approved
and the first phase
had
undergone
approval of the
application
for

This mechanism
can be used in
areas that are
already settled so
there
is
no
impediment
to
settlement.
But
for
managed

May be a problem
to settle people as
could be interpreted
as
an
illegal
township, so the
zoning
type
is
important. Can be
used
to
zone

Legislation should
provide guidelines
for early settlement

By-laws
to
indicate this –
must have some
form
of
legal
declaration
so
that can legally
provide services.
Also
need
a

This approach is the
conventional
township
establishment route
premised on land
being serviced and
transferred
to
individual
owners
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Criteria
Legal
Route

What
would be
minimum
requirem
ents by
authoritie
s
for
settling
househol
ds on the
land?

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
before occupation.
on basis of the subdivision
and
provisional/draft
GP
approved.
GP
(before May be able to
township register settle
with
a
opened)
Provisional /draft
GP – i.e. before
the
township
register opened

Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Unlikely
happen.
applicable

Do
preliminary
land investigations
before application
for
Scheme
Amendment. Need
outline cadastral
boundaries, basic
internal
layout
(blocks
or
individual
sites),
showing
main
roads and where
communal
services will go.
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to
Not

Only
once
township and GP
approved
(provisional GP)

Only after first
application
for
subdivision of a
block/phase had
been
approved
and GP approved
for that phase

settlement,
can
occupy after a
basic layout plan
or even a survey
to identify blocks
or even individual
sites..

existing
informal
settlements.
Best
if
zoning
allows
for
conditions relating
to a basic layout
and this is done
before settlement
on greenfields land
Will have done
preliminary
investigations
to
check suitability of
site for rezoning.
Would theoretically
be illegal to settle
before
land
is
rezoned.
Would
settle households
when have land
rezoned,
Would
need
a
site
plan/basic
layout
plan (not statutory
layout plan as per
township
establishment but
an
administrative
basic layout plan)
which can show
sites, roads and

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

layout plan to
provide planned
sites
and
roadways
and
services

The
legislation
should provide a
guideline on this

The by-law will
detail this – see
above.

Criteria
Legal
Route

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase

When
can
services
be
provided
?

Only
after
proclamation –
right at end of
process

Can
provide
„emergency‟
services
within
blocks
after
provisional
GP
approved
but
once
township
register
is
opened then bulk
and
internal
services can be
provided

Can
residents
settle in
larger
blocks or
individual
erven?
Can
some
form of
„blanket‟
legal
recogniti
on
be
provided

No – but not
been tried so
may be a way to
„bend‟
the
existing
practices

Yes – especially
intended for this

No – geared
towards
individual erven
with
individual
legal
tenure
forms

Yes
–
the
informal
residential zoning
of the blocks is a
form of blanket
zoning
as
individual
sites
and
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Services provided
only once services
agreement
approved and first
application
for
subdivision
is
approved, a GP
approved and a
township register
is opened.
So,
services come at
the end of the
process
Yes – not tested
for this scenario
but possible

Can
do
connections
to
outside of area
and basic services
internally

entirely

Yes – approval of
the subdivisional
area is a blanket
approval of rights.
But
with the
approval of the
application
to
subdivide
each

Yes – particularly
well
suited.
Declaration of the
area
in
fact
provides blanket
recognition. Can
only move on to
administrative

Yes,
possible

where
communal
services will go.
Only
basic/emergency
services

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

Legislation
must
provide guidelines
on this. Will need
the site to be obtain
legal recognition so
the use is not illegal
before
services
provided.

By-laws
to
provide detailson
this.
Land and
land use must
have
a
legal
status so that
services can be
prvided.

Yes – the zoning is
a blanket zoning
over the whole site

Legislation
can
provide guidelines
on this. Would be
recommended.

By-laws to detail a
possible
„block‟
approach
and
how to upgrade
from there

Yes,
rezoning
provides legality to
whole area in a
„blanket‟ way. Can
only move on to
administrative
forms of individual
occupation
rights

Legislation should
accommodate
„blanket‟
legal
recognition

By-laws
set this
detail.

should
out in

Criteria
Legal
Route

to
the
settleme
nt
or
blocks
within it

What
form of
incremen
tal tenure
is
possible
early in
the
process?

Can full
freehold
tenure be

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
individualized
block/phase
is
tenure
is not when
individual
possible
until tenure is possible
each
block
undergoes
an
application
for
subdivision
None – have to
Lease/permit
Lease/ permit
wait for township
proclamation
and then can get
registered
individual titlef
(e.g.freehold)

Yes
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Yes – only after a
block undergoes
a
further

Yes – after each
application
for
subdivision a GP

Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

forms of individual
occupation rights
thereafter (until do
new application for
township
establishment)

thereafter (until do
new application for
township
establishment).

Depending
on
what
the
Amendment
Scheme
provisions include.
Likely to be a
more
administrative
form of recognition
such
as
an
occupation
certificate as not
on a trajectory
towards General
Plan
and
Township Register
like you would
have for township
establishment
processes
No – still have to
do
township
establishment

No
formal
requirement
or
provision.
Could
secure occupation
through
administrative
means
like
a
certificate
of
occupation

Legislation
could
provide a guideline
on tenure options
and
future
upgrading

By-laws to detail
the
forms
of
tenure and at
what stage they
can be upgraded

No – still need to do
township
establishment. Can

Legislation
must
make provision for
upgrading to full

By-laws must set
out requirements
for settlement to

Criteria
Legal
Route

obtained
using this
route?

Extent of
communi
ty
engagem
ent

What are
the
NEMA
requirem

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
application
for is approved and
subdivision
sent
to
the
where a GP is Registrar of deeds
approved
and for opening of a
sent
to
the township register
Registrar
of whereafter
Deeds to open up individual title can
a
township be conferred
register.
Not much –
Advertising (and Advertising (and
advertise
for
circulation
for circulation to all
comments
comments)
depts.
for
(Greenfield sites
procedures
comments.)
usually so no
followed for the procedure for both
resident
application and subdivisional area
community)
then when each rezoning
and
block
is maybe for each
formalized,
the application
for
application
for subdivision.
subdivision may Can work with
be advertised.
community to plan
Community can each block/phase
work
with layout
planners to plan
the internal layout
within blocks
Will
need
to Will
need
to
comply
with comply
with
NEMA as it is a NEMA for initial
full
township rezoning
and
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

procedures (only
occupation rights
through
administrative
means)

provide occupation
rights
through
administrative
means

individual title

reach this stage
where individual
title
can
be
obtained

Yes but would
need
to
be
prescribed in the
„rules‟ for TRSA to
ensure it

Prescribed
advertising
procedures and see
if get comments

Legislation
to
provide a guideline
on this

By-laws to detail
community
participation at all
stages of the
development
process

Criteria
Legal
Route

ents?

What
level of
professio
nal
expertise
required?

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
establishment
possibly
for
process.
Apply subdivision
for
exemption. application
for
Need to submit each block/phase.
plan of scoping Motivate
for
and then scoping exemption
or
report for Dept to provide full EIA up
decide. Will help front
and
get
to motivate all exemption
from
mitigating factors doing more for
each phase.
Need
Will need a high
professional
level
of
planners
to professional input
prepare
and for
the
initial
submit
subdivisional area
application.
application
Especially
the because all rights
larger
block need to be worked
layout
as
all out at this early
services need to stage
and
be approved.
allocated to parts
Internal
blocks of the site, an
may not need indicative
layout
professional
must be prepared
planners but they and full motivation
should
provide submitted for the
the
basic application.
parameters
for Need expertise as
each
block it has not be used
(slope, where the for this before.
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

Criteria
Legal
Route

What are
estimate
costs:
Develope
r

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
main
service Internal blocks or
connections will phases also need
be, road access, high
levels
of
road widths, etc) expertise as it is
so that it will be important that they
consistent
with work within the
the
municipal bundle of rights
engineering and and
also
an
planning
application
for
standards when subdivision
and
an application for rezoning must be
subdivision
is prepared
and
made for the submitted
per
block.
phase. Scope for
community
consultation
but
need planners to
drive this whole
concept
from
beginning to end
(ensure package
of
plans
are
prepared
and
adhered to, rights
correctly allocated,
etc)
Developer: May Developer:
be
less
than Cheaper to do a
conventional
rezoning
Ordinance
application.
township
Higher
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Cheapest option
for
everyone,
especially
the
community.
Municipality
is

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

Criteria
Legal
Route

Governm
ent
End
user/com
munity

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
establishment,
professional fees
but marginally so. likely
Internal services Main costs kick in
may be cheaper when
the
initially (basic and applications
for
temporary)
but subdivision
are
must be provided submitted
as
eventually.
these are
like
Government: No formal
township
different to other establishment
township
applications.
establishment
Need to comply
application – bulk with
all
services remain requirements.
same.
May
be
quite
Community:
If difficult
to
not using housing determine
bulk
subsidy, then end contributions
user will have to Government: No
make
sure.
More
contributions to intensive
and
costs.
professional
Community will manpower needed
be
„hit‟
for to manage and
development
monitor this kind
costs
at
first of development.
proclamation and Bulk
services
again
when need
to
be
submit
provided – high
subdivision
up-front cost if
application.
only
phasing
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )
developer and so
they carry the
development costs
(feasibility study,
basic layout, basic
services,
advertising
of
scheme
amendment)

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation

Criteria
Legal
Route

Land Development/Township Establishment Options
The
town
LUPO – proclaim LUPO
–
planning
outline blocks
„Subdivisional
Ordinance
area‟
rezoning
followed
by
applications
for
subdivision
per
phase
Likely to be more development later.
Community:
costly.
Upgrading
of Costs are more
internal services spread out over
of blocks also time.
Less
likely to be a high expensive to do
cost.
the
rezoning
Then community application
but
must still erect a costs
increase
shelter on the depending on how
serviced sites.
many
Need to be aware phases/application
of differential if for subdivision will
municipality
be
done.
So,
develops
own ongoing costs with
land and may each application
subsidise
the that
community
services/land
will
need
to
costs compared contribute to.
to development
on private land.
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Land Use Management Options
Declaration
Rezoning of land in
through
an terms of the Town
Amendment
to Planning Scheme
Zoning Schemes
(like the City of
1
Johannesburg )

Potential new Mechanisms
New National and / New
municipal
or
Provincial by-laws
Planning legislation
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